Associated Students of Northern Arizona University
Student Senate
Twenty-Fifth Session
Bill 25- q
4/2/13

Introduced by: Senator Oregon McDiarmid
College of Engineering, Forestry, and Natural Sciences

An act to allocate up to $3000 from ASNAU Budget Line Senate Bills for the purpose of funding the D3 Ice Jacks Attend their National Tournament

Whereas: This funding would help cover the hotels, airfare, and registration fees associated with the National Tournament,

Whereas: The total cost of the tournament is around $25,000, and due to the unlikelihood of the team making it to Nationals, it was only budgeted $10,000,

Whereas: These monies will directly help 30 NAU students attend a possible once in a lifetime national tournament, none of these funds will be covering the coach's expenses,

Whereas: The Ice Jacks Hockey team is a strong symbol of NAU and represents us throughout the Nation with Pride,

Whereas: This special funding is only being considered due to the Ice Jacks reaching out for a special circumstance and does not set a standard for future years of involvement with the Ice Jacks.

Be it enacted by the Associated Students of Northern Arizona University that:

An act to allocate up to $3000 from ASNAU Budget Line Senate Bills for the purpose of funding the D3 Ice Jacks Attend their National Tournament

Action Taken: ____________________________ Date: _____

Approval: ____________________________ Date: _____